Product overview

United Insurance Brokers Ltd

Strikes, Riots, Civil Commotion and/or Malicious Damage
In a time of ever changing risks to businesses from social unrest, whether as
a result of Covid-19 or other threats, the number of riots occurring in recent
years has increased dramatically when compared to 10 years ago. These
events are occurring all over the World and not just in developing nations,
but in developed Western societies as well.

For more information please
contact us at:
property&pvgroup@uib.co.uk

Historically coverage for such events was widely available either within
a conventional property program or the standalone terrorism market.
However, as the frequency and severity of these occurrences increases, more
and more insurers in the conventional market place are looking to restrict
or exclude this peril altogether. As such, here in London, our Terrorism and
Political Violence markets are prepared to ‘gap fill’ or write standalone SRCC
depending on the territory and the occupancy of any Insured.
As it currently stands there is a strong appetite and capability in London for
SRCCMD. As mentioned previously, the availability of limits is dependent
upon locality around the World and occupancy. Many risks, such as
Government owned assets or the energy sector, are restricted in the
amount/limit they can purchase as these tend to be the targets of societies ‘
frustrations. For Insureds with less high profile business activities they can
still be affected by an event, even if not directly. Therefore our markets
are willing to give non damage/denial of access coverage to these clients
to afford them some level of protection, within a certain radius of their
premises, as long as such an event is triggered by a physical loss.
To assist these clients in securing such protection, UIBL has partnered with
a predetermined panel of carriers to promptly and easily quote SRCCMD up
to USD 150 million, including sub-limits for Political Violence including
War and Civil War, Active Shooter and Denial of Access. For larger global
risks there is capability for up to USD 1 billion available using a mix of this
panel and open market placements/structures.
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Contact us:
Julian Ball – Managing Director, North America Non-Marine
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Carlos Rueda – Associate Director
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James Musgrove – Senior Account Executive
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Fiona Wilson – Senior Account Executive
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Parmida Djalilvand – Account Executive
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